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INTaODUCTI'N

The realization of relatively accurate determinations of the oasses

of atoms has been accon?)lished by the use of the mass spectrograph. The

mass spectrograph development dates back as far as 1897 when J, J. Thomson

(7) performed his now classical experiment to determine the charge to mass

ratio of the electron. Later, in 1910, Thomson modified his apparatus

to measure the charge to mass ratio of a singly charged atom. The

first element analyzed was neon oi average atomic weight 20,2 irtiich was

shown to consist oi two isotopes of ato/tiic mass numbers 20 and 22,

Since then many modifications in design have been made so that the mod-

em spectrograph is an instrument of precision. Some of the latest

models (1, 5) have resolving powers such that detection of mass differ-

ences of one part in 10,000 are possible.

There are four major fields of implication for which the mass spec-

trograph is now used. These fields employ the mass spectrograph or a

mass spectrometer* for accurate isotope mass determination, for analysis

of chemical mixtures by identification of isotopic masses, to deterniine

relative abundances of different isotopes, and to separate isotopes of

a given element in quantity.

Spectrographs designed for accurate isotope mass determinations em-

phasize high resolving power, with the consequent reduction of large

quantity separation. On the other hand, spectrographs used for quantity

The mass spectrometer differs from the mass spectrograph only in
the collection and detection of the isotopes. The rnass spectrograph
uses a photographic plate detector while the spectrometer employs some
sensitive electrical means for detection of the isotope.

1
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separation relax the high resolving power. When used for analysis,

both high resolving power and large quantity separation are de-eiapha-

siaed in the interests of simplicity and versatility.

The purpose for which the instrujiient described below was constructed

was two-fold: as a tool for isotope analysis inainly in the rare-earth

region, and as a small quantity separator of radioactive materials.

These requirements demanded an instrument soraewlriat between that of an

analytical and a precision type spectrograph.

The description of the instrument together with its design and con-

struction features are discussed in the section entitled Design and Con-

struction, To explain the choice of design, some of the essential theory

of the nass spectrograph is first presented in the following section en-

titled Theory of the Mass Spectrograph,

THEORl 01 THE HASS SPBCTROGfiAPH

General Theory

The basic principle underlying the operation of a mass spectro-

graph is the action of a Magnetic field on a moving charged particle,

A particle of oass M, velocity v and charge e, when projected

into a uniform magnetic field of strength B, describes a circular tra-

jectory of radius R, according to the well-known fonftula, equation 1,

1.
Mv2 Bev

"a " 10

Bj a sin^ile manipulation this formula reduces to equation 2,

2, R. J^SiL
Be

Here, E, equal to 1/2 Mv^, is the kinetic energy of the particle.



The aass spectrograph ea^loys an electrostatic field to give a

groi;^ of ions an energy £. Vlhen this ion bean is directed into a

vaifom aagnetic field the ions of different masses describe circular

arcs of different radii of cuanrature, and thus nugr be separated from

each other.

To express the radii of curvature in terms of measurable quanti-

ties, the kinetic energy £ may be replaced by the work done on the

ion by the electric field V, according to equation 3.

3. 1 - iHf^ - Vel07

Equations 2 and 3 then yield the following fonmtlat

The quantity K is a constant for any one separation*

In these equations, masses are in grams, distances In centimeters,

velocities in centimeters per second, ci^arge in coulombs, magnetic

field in gausses, and potential in practical volts.

In principle a well collimated beam of ions is directed into a

magnetic field where the various isotopes are separated into a maaa

spectrum and collected upon a photographic plate. However, it is evi-

dent that collection of ions in reasonable quantity requires some relax-

ing of the degree of coUimation of the ion beam. In general, divergence

of the ion beam gives rise to a finite »line width' on the photographic

plate in place of the infinitesimal width indicated by equation U«

lerwin and Geoffrin (3) have shown that the line width may be minimized

by proper design of the instrument. Part of the following discussion

is taken from their work.



Magnetic Focussing

Figure 1 shows an ideal focussing situation, which may be ex-

plained as follows: A is the source of accelerated ions which is dir-

ected into the magnetic field. The contour POP' defines the shape of

the pole faces. As shown below, proper shaping of this contour will

allow focussing of the ion beam at the point 13 irrespective of the

emission angle 8.

Assuriijjig a symmetric contour about the line 01, so that OA is

equal to OB, the proper shape for focussing at the point B may be de-

duced. Kmploying the terminology of Fig. 1 it is seen that

idiere ii is given by equation U. Thus the field contour OP is given by

Deviations from this ideal focussing condition arise mainly from

two sources: the fringing effects on the magnetic field at the pole

face periphery, and the finite extent of the source, as opposed to the

point source assumed in the derivation.

In practice it is common to colliraate the beam and use a portion

of this periphery. In the interests of easier pole face construction

the curred surface is usually replaced by a straight line contour,

tangent to the ideal contour and passing through as in Fig* 2. The

central portion of the bean, at angle ©, is then directed perpendic-

ularly to the tangent line. It is seen that the source, center of cur-

vature and the focal point must lie along the same straight line.
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Fig. !• Contour of pole face for perfect focussing

Fig. 2. Straight line approximation to perfect focussing
field contour



The foregoing discussion considers only the symmetric focussing

of ions of a single mass. When different masses are present in the

same beam it is clear tliat only approximate focussing will be obtained.

Particles of heavier mass will approximately focus at points to the

right of Bf while those of lighter mass will 1 ocus to the left of B,

The dependence of the approximate focal position on the photo-

graphic plate with respect to the mass of the isotope is a function of

the central angle 9, As will be shown, the widely used choice of 9

equal to 30 degrees leads to a sinqjle dependence.

Plate I shows the sinrolified arrangement frequently employed

for aiass soectrographs* The essential theoretical feature that the

source A, focal plane (x axis), and the center of tne 60 degree pole

faces are coplsuiar, is retained.

As remarked earlier isotopes of different masses will focus at

different points along the focal plane. The following derivation of

the correlation between mass numbers and focussing positions employ

the following terminology partially illustrated in Plate I,

M Kass of symetrically focussed particlej

R Radius of curvature of particle of mass M^i

Xq Focussing position on x axis for particle of nass KqI

Y\ Distance along OP* between the paths of particle of mass K

and particle of mass M^ as they leave the loagnetic field;

# The difference in angle between the arcs of paths of M and Mq;

S The radius cf curvature of particle of mass Mj

L The distance from field edge to x a>is alon^ a path parallel

to path of Mjj particle, and at a distance r\ away from M^ path>
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d The distance along the x axis between the terminus of L

and the path of particle of mass M;

Dp The position along the x axis at which the particle of mass

H strikes;

FroJB Plate I and by the use of the 3aw of sines it is seen that:

7. Xo - Ro/sin30 - ZR^

8. L - (2Ro+ 21-^) sin60 - (Ko*\) 73

9*

10.

d , I. _ 73(^0 *^)

sin© sindT-l^O-d) sia(30- ©)

R Ro v\ R-a,o

8ia50 sin(60 - 9} sind

sinS
11. Dr"Xo + 2f\+d- 2ito+ 2^+ /3Ca +n)

sin(30 - ©)

Substituting relation 10 far Ro+l\and by using trigonoraetric identies,

equation 11 reduces to equation 12.

/ V i3 cot^ © - cot 9
12. % - (R-Ro) -^ ~"

cot © - j^

It is convenient to paran»eteri«e these relations by absorbing the

rariable R in the doinensionJe ss ratio i^ Rg/R.

For small ©, the sin © may be replaced by tan © . With this

substitution the approxijiiate relation, equation 13 » follows!

13. Br - 2 5oJli. . 2Ro illi^
3^-1 3/9-1

The validity of this approximation can be seen from Fig. 3. in

which exact computations of Dr/R are conrpared with the approximate re-

A
employing the approximate relation 13

«

lation, equation 13. The dispersion ^ may be calculated as follows,
AM
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A parameterized plot of AD/^M versus /3 is shown in Fig, 1^,

Line broadening

The basic design of the instrument has been governed largely by

the theoretical considerations given in the previous subsection on

Magnetic Focussing. These design features include the general shape

of the pole faces, the location of tt e ion source and tte photographic

plate detector.

To keep the Design and Construction section of this report relatively

free of ;)ustifications many of the arguments governing particular choices

of design and instraraentation are presented here.

Most of the finer details of construction can be related to efforts

to make the most of the resolution permitted by the preceeding theory.

A nunriser of factors all tend to give a broadened image on the detector,

in place of the idealized discrete lines.
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B'irst, a natural or geometrical broadening of the image arises

from se\^eral factors. These include us of a source of finite width

and height, failure to employ pole faces designed for perfect focus-

sing and employing the instrument to detect ions far removed from the

symmetrically focussed ions. To minimize these effects, narrow sources

and colliinated beams were used, while the electric and laagnetic fields

Here adjusted to position the spectra under separation about the

point xo*

The finite source length caused line oroadening in the following

manner. Equation k assumed a monoenergetic beam with the mnoentam of

each ion directed perpendicularly to the magnetic field. However,

Jig. 5 shows that due to the finite extent of the source, the pole

gap and the detector in the direction of the field, sorae ions will be

focussed which hare momentum components parallel to the field.

.e Gap Detector -1

Fig, 5, Diagram of the line broadening, due to finite
source length.

If the beam is monoenergetic the forward momentum will be less

for the ion leaving at an angle as compared to an ion for which jJ

is zero. To determine the magnitude of line broadening from this

effect substitute J[— for IS in equation k and take the logarithmic

derivative. This gives equation 15,
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IK. ^H , AP
R P

The variation of R from this cause was kept to vdthin a few parts

out of 10,000 by the use of a short filament and narrow pole gap.

Line broadening wtiich was not geometric in nature was manifested

in tiie following ways? collision with gas particles, thermal energy

spread of the positive ions, and variation of the electric and magnetic

field.

The collision of ions with gas particles results in the scattering

of the ion beam. To minimize this effect all portions of the ion path

were evacuated, A discussion of the vacuum system is given in the sec-

tion on Design and Construction.

Line broadening also results from the variable thermal energy re-

ceived by the ions. In any ionizing process energy is supplied to an

atom which drives off an electron leaving the atom as a positively

charged ion. In order to obtain an abundant supply of positive ions

more energy than is required to ionize the atom must be supplied. This

leaves ions in a group with a small spread of thermal energies. To es-

timate the magnitude of this effect, as well as some others to be men-

tioned, consider equation 16, obtained by logarithmically differentiating

equation 2,

16, ^1- - M> ,. M.
R £ B

The variation of potential over the source required for heating

was maintained at only a fraction of a volt whereas the accelerating

potentials were of the order of thousands of volts. This reduced the

thermal line broadening to only a few hundredths of a percent. The use
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of high accelerating voltage also minimizes effects of air scattering

of the beam. However, it is seen from equation 16 that variations of

either the magnetic field or the potential field would result in line

broadening. To reduce these effects both of these fields were regulated,

Seveial other sources of line broadening include possible reflec-

tions of ions from camera comoonents, mutual Coulomb repulsion of iona

in the beam, fringing effects of the magnetic field, and possible space

charge effects at the source end.

The cainera has been designed to keep the ion path as free as pos-

sible from obstructing meiobers. Reference to Plate II shows that after

passing the collimating slits, the point at which ions enter the mag-

netic field offers the main source of reflections, Lewis and Hayden (U)

have indicated that gold plated slits keep reflection effects to a mini-

mum. Consequently the defining slits at this point were gold plated.

No evidence has been found that space charging at the source or

Coulomb repulsion of the beam is significant. Presumably, at high

enough beam currents these effects might be serious.

An accurate analysis of the fringing effect on the focussing of

the beam has not been carried out. However, the fi-inging field does

have the effect of extending the effective magnetic field somewhat past

the periphery of the pole pieces, Nier (6) allows for this effect by

assuming an extension of the field over the periphery by a distance

equal to the thickness of the pole gap. This approximation was also

•XBployed here. Consequently, the plane containing the source and the

detector is offset from the geometric center of the pole pieces to

allow for the fringing field.
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DESIGN AND GONSTRJCTION

General Description of the Instrument

A careful survey of the literature was laade before a particular

design was chosen. The instrunent einployied by Lewis and Hayden ik)

in their research on radioactive isotopes contained most of the de-

sired featiu-es of an analytic and small quantity separator mass spec-

trograph. Plate II shows details of the spectrographic camera and ion

source described here, which with a few modifications, is essentially

that of Lewis and Hayden.

The following brief description of the operation of the instru-

ment can best be understood by referring to Plate II.

Ions were driven off the heated filament 0, roaintained at a high

positive potential. They then passed through the defining slit E and

continued on through the brass tube H, iriiich provided the ion path to

the magnet. The particles were accelerated to high energy during their

passage from C to B, since slit E was held at nearly ground potential.

On entering the magnetic field the beam was again collimated by a gold-

plated slit.

Isotopes of different masses were then separated by the action of

the magnetic field established by the pole pieces I. The separated

isotope beams then continued through the camera J, and were deposited

on the photographic plate L»

Plate III gives a photograph of the complete mass spectrograph.

The electronic apparatus was mounted on a portable rack and the spec-

trograph was built upon a movable wooden stand. This made the entire



EXPLANATION OF PLATE II

Constraction Diagram oi Mass Spectrograph

A - To Amraeter

B - To liigii Voltage

C - Tungsten FilaiTient

D - To lilament Transforiuer

B - Defining Slit

¥ - Pyrex Glass Spacer

Q • Sylphon Bellows

H - brass Tube

I - Nier Type Pole Pieces

J • Brass Box

K - 1/U inch brass spacers with a 3/32 inch diameter magnetic

field probe hole

L - Photographic Plate

M - Thermocouple Vacuum Ciaug*

N -• Ion Source Holder

P • Phosphor-bronze spring with lucite insulation, which secures

ion source holder, N, in place,'





EXPLANATION OF PLATE III

Photograph of Complete Mass Spectrograph

At the left is the electronic apparatus rack. From top to bottom:

Scaling unit supplying iiigh accelerating voltagej

Vacuum ion gauge control:

Vacuum tube voltmeter

j

Magnet power supply

|

Current regulator with accompanying battery packs.

At the right is the mass spectrograph stand showing the following
caaq}onents:

The magnetic pole pieces and exciting coils;

The camera assembly;

The Western Electric D79512 ion gauge tube at the top of the
instrument;

The two diffusion puaaps with their water cooling system.

The filament control panel is at bottom left, the thermocouole

gauge control is at the bottom center. The switches at bottom right

control the diffusion pun^s and the fore-pun?). The fore-pun?) can be

seen in the rear*



PLATE III
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apparatus portable. A discussion of the various components follovs

under the subtitles The Ion Source, The Magnetic Field, The Detector

and The Vacuua System.

The Ion Source

The thermal emission of positive ions from a heated filament was

es^loyed* £levett and Jones (2) reported very efficient yields of

single charged positive ions of the alkaline earths as veil as tram

Sr, Ba, I, Ce and from a few other elements. Levis and Hayden (li)

extended the list to include many elements in the rare-earth region.

A diagram of the filament holder and ion accelerator aire shovn on

Plate IV, Photogrs«)hs of the ion source holder and ion accelerator are

given in Fig, 2 aad Fig. 3 of Plate 17. The relations of these conpo-

nents to the coaplete spectrogram can be seen on Plates II, HI, and 7.

The ion souirce holder vas made of nichrorae. Nichrcxne plate, D, l/k

inch by 5/8 inch vith a centered slit 1/16 Inch by 1/2 inch vas spot-

velded to a rectangular cylinder of nichrome, as shovn on Plate IV,

Fig, 1. Centered in this slit vas a tungsten filament .005 inch by

•030 inch in cross-section and 7/16 inch long on which the source vas

deposited. The ends of the filament vere Epot-velded to tvo nichroae

vires of 22 £<kS gauge. Otoe wire vas soldered to the holder and the

other vire vas soldered to a Kovar seal.

The ion accelerator consisted of tvo nichrome discs, C and D of

Fig. 1, Plate IV, each 1-1/U inch in diameter. These vere separated

by a pyrex spacer, F, 25 hm in diameter and 1 cm long. Disc C had a



EXPLANATION OF PUTE Vf

Fig. 1 Diagram of ion source holder and ion accelerator (Actual
Sise)

A - Kovar seal with nichrome wire to tungsten filament

B -^ Rectangular nichrome cylinder 1 inch long

C - Nichrome disc with slot for centering plate D

D - Nichrome plate which has a slot with tungsten filament

centered in it
£ - Nielirome plate with defiiiing slit

F - Pyrex glass spacer
Q - Pyx^-x glass spacer
H • Alignment screws

I «• Sylphon bellows
J - Kontr seal with nichrome wire from defining slit £ idilch

goes to ammeter
K - Korar seal with nichrome wire from slit C which goes to

high accelerating voltage
L " Brass tube connecting ion source to magnet which houses

ion beam.

Fig. 2 Photograph of ion source holders showing different degrees
of construction.

From left to rif.hti finished holder with lucite insulator and
phosphor bronze spring attachedj hoMer with filament soldered
in place and Kovar seal with copper wire to battery snap; nich-
rome rectangular cylinder holder with 1/k inch by 5/8 inch nich-

rome plate spot-welded to it.

Fig. 3 Photograph of ion accelerator.
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EXPUMTION OF PLATE V

Schsioatic Dlagrajfn of KLectrlcal, Water
and Vacuum Connections to Mass Spectrograph

k - Water Drain

B - Water IvpvA

e - Desicatting Flask containing Dryite

D - Mechandcal Fore-punp

E - 110 volt AC Input

r - Three-stage MGF60 oil Diffusion Pui^

G - Two-stage 7MF10-W oil Diffusion Puwp

H - iiagnet Power Supply, 500 rolts at 500 ma well-regulated

I •• Magnet Current Regulator

J - Variac 200B

K » 5 Tolt Secondary i?ilament Transformer with 10,000 volt insu-
lation

L - AflDseter shoving Filament curretiit

M - High-voltage Accelerating Potential Supply

M - Asneter and Ion Gauge Control

- Western Electric D79512 Ion Gauge

P - Outlet for connection to McLeod Gauge
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slit l/li inch by 5/8 inch in which the plate of the source holder

was centered. Disc E had a slit .010 inch wide by .250 inch long

and served to collimate the beam. The ion accelerator assembly was

mounted on another pyrex spacer G, 25 mm in diameter and 1/2 inch

long, idxich in turn was mounted on a square brass plate. All glass

to iMtal joints were made with Armstrong A-6 adhesive. To enable ad-

justment of the direction of the ion beam a Sylphon bellows, I, was

soldered between the ion accelerator assembly and the brass tiibe ,L,

as shown in Plate IV, iig. 1. Brass screws, H, were mounted in each

of the four corners of the square brass plate to allow for alignment

adjustments.

The combined ion source holder and ion accelerator assembly was

covered with a brass cylinder which was terminated with a brass port

as shown in Plate II. It was through this port that the source holder

was removed to change san?3les. The holder was held seciorely in place

by a lucite insulated, phosphor-bronze spring as shown in iig. 2,

Plate IV, and '?• of Plate II.

The source holder and its adjoining disc C were at a high positive

accelerating potential. This potential was obtained from a scaling cir-

cuit power supply regulated against line voltage variation to .001 per

cent. The defining slit disc E was not grounded directly but passed in

series with an ammeter to ground. This permitted a method of adjusting

the ion beaia since the beam current was proportional to the current

collected on the defining slit disc. The lilaraent current was supplied

by a 5 volt filament transfonaer whose primary was connected to the sec-

ondary of a Variac 200iJ (Plate V). The secondary of the filament trans-
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former had high voltage insalation. One side of the secondary was

connected to the high voltage of the ion accelerator. The other side

of the secondary was passed through a Kovar seal in the port of the

ion source cover. Internal connection was made to tlie filaxnent by

laeans of battery snaps.

In preliminary tests of the ion source two methods of bonding

the sajnple to the filament were used. In both cases barium uas the

test element. In one method a water solution of bariun nitrate was

deposited on the tungsten and dried. The other method employed a mix-

ture of barium carbonate and collodian thinned with amyl acetate. This

mixture was brushed onto the lilament and dried with a heat lamp. Both

methods proved successful, giving copious emdssion of ions.

When an accelerating voltage of 1600 volts was used it was found

necessary to pass t^jproximately seven amperes through the filament for

several minutes before emission of ions could, be obtained. The current

could then be reduced to approximately four an^eres for an ion current

of one microampere. This phenomena has been explained by Blewett and

Jones (2), They reported that it is first necessary' to activate the

source by intensive heating. This activation results in a deposit o£

a film of awtallic barium and barium oxiae on the surface of the fila-

ment. Once this film is formed ion currents can be drawn with consider^

ably lower temperatures.

The ion current depended strongly on the magnitude of the accel-

erating voltage. Por example, even with a filainent current of 10 amperes

an ion beam of only ,2 microauE'ere could be obtained with no accelerating

voltage

.
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The amiaeter used to measure plate currents serves a dual role and

its discussion is given in the subsection on The Vacuum System.

The Magnetic Held

The roagnet was constructed oi' Armco iron. The pole pieces

(Plate VII, Fig, 1 ) were hexagonal and were from a design developed

by Nier (6). A circle of 12.3 cm in diameter was inscrioed in a hex-

agon in such a way that the two sides which lay along the 60® sector

were each 9»h cm long. Each pole piece was 3-1/2 inches thick and was

nickel-plated to prevent corrosion. The two surfaces of each pole

piece were ground parallel. As shown in Plate II, the pole faces were

ade im integral part of the camera assembly. To insure parailelity

of the pole faces, l/ii inch brass spacer bars, labeled 'K' in Plate II,

were placed between the poles. The assembly of the pole face to the

brass housing was made in the following manner: a pole face was bolted

in its position and then soldered in place; the excess solder was wiped

away and the brass spacers inserted and soldered in place. Then the

other pole piece was inserted and checked for alignment with a micro-

meter and soldered in place. Micrometer measurements of the final

assembly failed to reveal any deviations from unifoi'inity of the pole

gap. A photograph of this assembly is shown in ^ig. 1, Plate VI.

It was found necessary to silver-solder the brass housing to pre-

vent opening seams while soft-soldering to the pole oieces. Care had

to be exercised in the soldering operation so as not to overheat the

Armco iron and thus introduce magnetic nonhomogeneities . A 3/32 inch
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EXPLANATION OF PUTE VII

Fig, 1 - Diagrsutt of Nier-typ« Pole Face

tig. 2 - Diagram of Kagnet
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hole vas drilled into the brass spacer 1 inch deep, permitting in-

sertion o£ the probe of a gaussmeter f oj- approJcLioate field measure-

meats.

The Araico iron laagnet was of conventional design as shown on

Plate Vli, Fig, 2. Studs made of Armco iron were used to bolt the

coil cores to the pole pieces. Each coix iiad 12,000 turns of No. 2k

rormvar-coattd copp&r wire and had a resistance of UOO ohms. !i'he coils

were connected in series and energized by a regulated power supply of

500 volts. The negative terrainal of the coil was cormected to the cur-

rent regulator as siiown on Plate V. ijo excessive heating was observed

at currents as high as one-half ampere.

Figure 6 presents a tiysteresis curve for a magnetic field of 5,000

gausses maximim. Since less than a third of the maximum current avail-

able was used, it would appear from Fig. 6 that fields as hj.gh as 10,000

gausses should be obtainable. No provision for field measurements in

excess of 5*000 gausses were readily obtainable.

The magnet current regulator, whose schematic is «hown on Plate

VIII, was a modification of the one used by Lewis and Hayden (ii). It

kept c instant the current through the magnet coils oy regulating the

voltage developed by the current across a standard manganin resxstor.

Small voltage changes across the standard resistor were anplified by

the three 6AK5's and Uie resultant voltage change was placed on the

grids of the triode connected 6v6»s in such a wa>- aa to counteract the

voltage change across the manganin resistor. Tiae powr supply of the

6AK5's was of conventional design. To mainta. n the 6V6»s operating on
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a favoraule part of their characteristic curves at low currents and

not overload at high currents a gang switch connected or disconnected

6V6's in parallel. This same switch changed the meter range and nan-

ganin resistor.

The current was adjusted by changing the grid bias on the 6AK$

tubes VI and V3. To obtain settings iavorable to the 6ak5's tube

characteristics provision was made for the attachment of a vacuum

tube voitiiieter. It was found that coarse adjustment could be made by

varying the bias to V3, By adjustment of the battery tap supplies

Bal and ijA2 trie bias on tube VI was made to lie between zero and three

volts, iine adjustment could tnen be made with the potentiomaeter RUO

controlling the bias to this tube*

The Dectector

Plate VI, Fig. 2 shows a photograph of the film holder. It was

made from a 1/li inch brass plate 3-1/2 inches wide by 11 inches long.

Centered on it was a clan^ irtiich held the photographic film securely.

The clamp was made from a l/l6 inch brass sheet 1-l/U inch wide by

8 inches long with a 3A inch slot and was hinged to the film holder so

that 35jnm film 7-1/2 incxhes long could be inserted. A thumbscrew served

to secure the clarao.

The film holder was fastened to the spectrograph by means of brass

machine bolts with hexagonal heads. A crank with a hexagonal head socket

attacl-Ment was used to facilitate quick removal of the film holder.



The Vacuum System

All parts of the system to iriilch the ion beam had access were

evacuated. The vacuum tightness of the instrument became the largest

single problem of construction. In order to orevent seam splitting

while soldering the pole faces, it was found necessary to silver-solder

all brass joints. The large size of the instrument made it difficult

to supply sufficient heat for even flow of the silver solder. This re-

sulted in oxidation of manj"^ seams, with consequent leakage. To maice

these vacuum tight it was foimd necessary to chisel a V-groove in tne

faulty seams and fill with soft solder. As a final precaution all seams

were covered witii soft solder.

The system was evacuated by tvio diffusion pumps backed by the same

Cenco Megavac fore-pump. The sjnall defining slit at the source end

effectively separated the evacuated region into two parts, ior rapid

pumping speed two pumps were thus employed.

Both diffusion pumps were manufactured by the Distillation Products

Company, They were water-cooled and used a silicone oil p\mp fluid, A

two-stage VMF, lOW puug) evacuated the source end, while a three-stage,

MCF 60 pmap served to pump out the photographic plate section. All

water connections were equipped with valves for the control of water-

flow rate. The water and electrical cojanections are shown on Plate V,

Plate VI, I'ig, 3 is a photograph of the asseiapled instrument showing the

placement of the two diffusion punps, A desiccating flask, labeled C

in Plate V, containing Dryite was inserted between the diffusion pumps

and the fore-pua^). This served to prevent contaiaination of the fore-punp
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oil by water vapor. It was found necessary to separate the fore-punp

from the wooden stand to prevent excessive vibration of the instrument.

This was accomplished by attaching radio-mount shock pads on studs 5/8

inch in diaiiieter by 6 inches long through the fore-pump anchor holes.

The position of tiie fore-purap can be seen on Plate VI, Fig. 3»

The /acuuiu pressure down to 1 micron was cieasored by means of a

thenaocouple gauge, Tliis proved convenient for observing whether the

fore pressure was sufficiently low to start the diffusion puna's. A

McLeod gauge was teiaporariiy attached to misasure p\imping speed of the

diffusion pumps. The McLeod gauge showed tiiat a vacuum of 10""5 mn of

mercury could be obtained in tiiree hours and that a vacuum of 10"^ mm

of mercury was attainable alter twenty-four hours of pumping.

Provision for a Western Electric ion gauge, D79512, was made, as

shown on Plates III, Y and VI, The ion gauge control circuit is shown

on Plate IX. The atiiineter of this circuit was also used to measure the

positive ion beam current from the tungsten filament source.

The regulation of the grid current of the ionization gauge was

accomplished by means of two series connected transformers. If the grid

current increased slightly the grid potential of the first 6V6 increased.

This in tarn, put a negative potential on the grids of the second and

third 6V6's which caused a decreased current through the secondary of the

transiorraer connected to the 6V6 plates. This increased the impedance

of this transformer as seen from the primary side, iience the cuirent

through this primary and the primary of the filainent transformer was

decreased.
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This decreased the filament ten^perature and so returned the grid cur-

rent to an equilibrium value. The positive ion current was measured

on a vacuum tube bridge utilizing two 6SJ7 tubes. Four different grid

resistors were available tnrough switch Sit, which gave current sensi-

tivities of 10"*^ amp, 10-5 amp, 10-6 amp and 10-7 amp full scale. A

plot of current versus bridge reading is shown on Plate X. Included

in the ionization gauge control was a rectifier circuit ^ich supplied

current for outgassing the 1)79512 ion gauge tube.



EXPIJLMATION OF PUTE X

Graph of current versus current dial setting minus zero

setting.

The following approximate correut ranges are available:

Kange 1 - Zero setting

Range 2 - Current reading tiines 10"^ amperes

Kange 3 - Current reading times 10*5 amperes

Range h - Current reading times 10"6 ami:)eres

Range 5 - Current reading times 10"7 amperes
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A aass spectrograph is an instrument which is capable of separ-

ating isotopes according to their mass. The operation depends on the

fact that a inorLng charged particle has a circular path in a magnetic

field where the radius of curvature is given by

R « I/M K - ^^
be

E is the kinetic energy in ergs, B is the magnetic field in gauss and

e is the charge of the electron in coulombs.

The mass spectrograph that was designed and constructed was to be

used for analyzing a san?)le in order to ascertain the isotopes that it

contained and also was to be used as a small-quantity separator in the

rare-earth region.

The design was of the '60 degree sector' type with a radius of

curvature of lit cm for the symmetrically focussed ion b earn. It con-

sisted of an ion source using positive ion emission from a hot fila-

ment. A magnetic field defined by hexagonal pole pieces giving '60

degree type focussing' aid a photographic piate detector.

The ion beam was accelerated by a high potential obtained from

a well regulated scaling circuit supply. This potential was placed

between a tungsten filament and a nichroiae disc which were separated

by 1 cm. The nichrome disc had a colliraating slit and was connected

through an ammeter to the ground of the high voltage unit. The aiiuaeter

measured the ion current idiich was collected by the collimating disc.

This current was taken as proportional to the ion beam current.

The magnet was made of Armco iron. Two coils, each of 12,000

turns of 21; B&S gauge, Formvar-coated, copper wire were used in series.



A field of 5,000 gauss was obtained with a current of 1^0 milliam-

peres. The magnet current was well regulated \xp to 500 milliamperes

by comparing tne voltage drop across a inanganin resistor connected in

series with the coils. Ai:y variation in the voltage across the resis-

tor was automatically adjusted by an electronic circuit so that the

current was held constant.

The photographic plate detector lay in a plane which passed

through the center of curvature of the symmetrically focussed ion

beam and the source.

The system was evacuated by two water-cooled, oil diffusion

puimps, one a two-stage pump at the source end, the other a three-stage

pumgt for the photographic plate section. Both pumps were backed by

the same Cenco Megavac meciianical fore-pump. Tiie foi*e-puii^) vacuum

pressure was measured by a thermocouple gauge. Provision was rtiade

for a Western Electric D79512 ion gauge tube for high vacuum measure-

ments.


